The student organizations for engineers are broken up into three major categories: major, cultural, and honors. Each engineering major has its own student organization, usually connected with a national professional organization. The organizations listed below are the UH student chapters of the named professional organizations. In addition, there are cultural, ethnic, and honors organizations under the engineering umbrella.

**Alpha Pi Mu?Industrial Engineering Honor Society**
Phone: 713-743-4180

**American Association of Drilling Engineers (AADE)**
Email: aadess [at]uh [dot] edu

**American Society of Civil Engineers (ASCE)**
Email: uhasce [at]uh [dot] edu

**American Institute of Chemical Engineers (AIChE)**
Phone: 713-743-4237

**American Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME)**
Phone: 713-743-4395

**Arab American Association of Engineers and Architects?UH Chapter**

**Chi Epsilon Civil Engineering Honor Society**
Email: uofhchiepsilon [at]gmail [dot] com

**Cougar Paw?Representatives from All Engineering Student**

**Electrical and Computer Engineering Graduate Students (ECEGS)**
Phone: 713-743-4463

**Eta Kappa Nu?Electrical Engineering Honor Society**
Phone: 713-743-4238

**Institute of Industrial Engineers (IIE)**

**Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE)**
Phone: 713-743-4469

**Material Advantage?UH Chapter**

**National Society of Black Engineers (NSBE)**
Phone: 713-743-4226

**Omega Chi Epsilon?Chemical Engineering Honor Society**

**American Association of Drilling Engineers (AADE)**
Email: aadess [at]uh [dot] edu

**American Institute of Chemical Engineers (AIChE)**
Phone: 713-743-4237

**American Society of Civil Engineers (ASCE)**
Email: uhasce [at]uh [dot] edu

**American Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME)**
Phone: 713-743-4395

**Arab American Association of Engineers and Architects?UH Chapter**

**Chi Epsilon Civil Engineering Honor Society**
Email: uofhchiepsilon [at]gmail [dot] com

**Cougar Paw?Representatives from All Engineering Student**

**Electrical and Computer Engineering Graduate Students (ECEGS)**
Phone: 713-743-4463

**Eta Kappa Nu?Electrical Engineering Honor Society**
Phone: 713-743-4238

**Institute of Industrial Engineers (IIE)**

**Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE)**
Phone: 713-743-4469

**Material Advantage?UH Chapter**

**National Society of Black Engineers (NSBE)**
Phone: 713-743-4226

**Omega Chi Epsilon?Chemical Engineering Honor Society**
Phone: 713-743-4300

Organization of Chemical Engineering Graduate Students (OChEGS)

Pi Tau Sigma?Mechanical Engineering Honor Society
Phone: 713-743-4500

Phi Sigma Rho?Engineering and Engineering Technology Sorority

Society of Automotive Engineers

Society of Asian Scientists and Engineers (SASE)

Society of Hispanic Professional Engineers (SHPE)

Society of Mexican American Engineers and Scientists (MAES)

Society of Petroleum Engineers (SPE)

Society of Women Engineers (SWE)

Subsea Engineering Society (SES)

Tau Beta Pi?National Engineering Honor Society
Phone: 713-743-4238

Triangle Fraternity?Social Fraternity for Engineers, Architects and Scientists

UH Robotics Team
Email: robotics [at] egr [dot] uh [dot] edu
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Links:
[1] https://www.egr.uh.edu/people/engineering-student-organizations